Art 17: Every child has the right to reliable information from the mass media. In
Sperrinview we protect pupils from materials that could harm them.
Art 23: All pupils in Sperrinview have the right to lead a full and decent life with
dignity and independence and to play an active part in the community (RRS team
2015)
Art 28: Every pupil in Sperrinview has the right to an education which will be
differentiated to meet their individual needs (RRS team 2015)

Terms & Conditions

C2k Exchange provides Sperrinview School with a protected online area. It includes
access to C2k email, a document area where all C2k service documents are stored, a
discussion area where it is possible to discuss C2k services with other school staff and
C2k staff, a news area containing articles on Northern Ireland ICT in education stories
and best practice case studies, and a contact area providing information on other ways to
communicate with C2k.
Sperrinview C2k Exchange access is provided subject to the following terms of
use:
1. Sperrinview must use C2k Exchange in a professional manner consistent with the rules
of behaviour governing education sector employees.
2. Sperrinview must comply with all relevant laws when using C2k Exchange/email.
Sperrinview may not upload, store or distribute any inappropriate or illegal material
either through C2k Exchange or by email.
3. By submitting any contribution to C2k Exchange Sperrinview warrant that we are its
author; that we have the right to make it freely available to C2k Exchange; do not
infringe any law; and that we will indemnify C2k against all legal fees, damages and
other expenses that may be incurred should we breach such warranty. Note that for any
work made in the course of employment, copyright ownership rests with SELB.
4. User contributed content is provided as is and without warranty from C2k of any kind.
C2k may not be held responsible for any defect or inaccuracy in any content held within
C2k Exchange. In the event of any materials held in C2k Exchange becoming subject to
complaint, C2k will make best efforts to withdraw such material at once pending
investigation of the matter.
5. C2k will not be liable against any loss in respect of material uploaded to C2k Exchange
by any school/organisations users or guest users.
6. Content within C2k Exchange may contain hyperlinks to external resources. C2k is not
responsible and shall not be liable for the availability, nature or use of any external
content or the policies of linked websites. Sperrinview must not offer a link to any site
that contains direct marketing/commercial advertising, inappropriate or infringing
content.
7. Personal information about any living person must not be published through C2k
Exchange without express prior permission from the person concerned.
8. The names, images and logos identifying C2k, C2k Exchange or third parties and their
products and services are subject to copyright, design rights and trade marks and may
not be copied or used without permission. All Rights Reserved.
9. Where inappropriate use of C2k Exchange is detected, disciplinary action may be taken
against the user concerned to reduce or remove C2k Exchange access privileges and a
report submitted to any appropriate authority.
10. The views expressed in C2k Exchange discussions are those of the individual

contributors and do not necessarily represent C2k/LNI.
11. C2k Exchange is committed to safeguarding each users privacy online. Any user
information stored by the system is that provided by Sperrinview to enable us to make
use of the system, and that which is generated by any system tracking. This information
will be held securely and processed only in conformity with the UK Data Protection Act
1998. While normal privacy is respected and protected by password controls, as with the
Internet itself, users must not expect files stored on LNI servers to be absolutely
confidential. The users right of privacy is balanced against C2ks right to gather usage
information (e.g. where required by law, system performance and service improvement).
12. By using C2k Exchange you are considered as understanding and agreeing to the
contents of the terms published here (and any revisions/additions as C2k may post here
at any time).

Miss Paula Jordan and Mrs Shaunagh Duffin are the co-ordinators for C2K.

Signed:___________________________________Date:___________

